TCE Load
- TCE import might be delayed a few months due to transitioning to eXplorance Blue and extracting clean combined averages of course and its cross-list

New Features
  - New Screen - “NIH (2015)"
  - Rename existing “Biographical Sketch” screen to "NIH (pre-2015) and NSF" - rename "Explanation of Personal Reference Number" to "Label for this Biographical Sketch (not printed in report)" (this field will now be used as a filter on the "Run Custom Reports" screen)
  - After 5/25/15 the “NIH (pre-2015) and NSF” Screen will be reconfigured to only NSF Biosketches – This will allow time for users to review any existing entries on the old screen before they are deleted. (DM cannot migrate existing old format NIH data to the new format.)
  - Education Screen Change - Education screen now has a Month data field in “Date Completed” to accommodate the revised NIH Biosketch format.
- **New NSF Biographical Sketch Format** – NSF biographical sketch report revisions (no related screen changes)
- **Digital Measures “Upgrade hardware infrastructure”** - This will result in significantly faster response times for the system; pages will load quicker, reports will run faster, and the system will generally perform more robustly.

On the Horizon
- **Scheduled Teaching Screen** – Investigating the feasibility of “Percent Responsibility” data field import later this Fall (Based on President/Provost request to enter this info into ZEVPLAN)
- **New DM user interface** – Demo view

Showcase of Custom Reports
- **Custom Reports our DM users designed** - B & E “Faculty Highlights for Donors”, College of Education (4 new reports: Counts, Bibliography, Instruction and DOE)

Accreditation Uses
- **Group Conversation** - Talk about your college’s accreditation reporting experience

College Updates
- **Group Conversation** – Share your tips, tricks & ideas